Faster-than-light Bell telephone of Michalski transmits only noise by Zukowski, M & Kaszlikowski, D




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by the + output port of the rst beamsplitter, or by the + output of the last beamsplitter.
Indeed the polarization state of the exiting photons is the same in both cases. However, in
the interpretation of these facts Michalski completely ignores the following two basic facts.
First, Michalski ignores which of the two events happens, i.e. behind which beamsplitter
(the rst one or the last one) the photon is registered. This is a wrong application of the
quantum measurement postulates. The two events are macroscopically distinguishable
2
!
The second fact is that Michalski forgets altogether that, according to his own calculations,
which of the two detectors res is dependent on the initial state of the photon. E.g., if  = 

the photon leaves always by the exit port + of the rst beamsplitter, and if  = 
+ =2 it
leaves always via the exit port + of the last beamsplitter. In this way the device is indeed
measuring (distinguishing) the polarization of the entering photons. When one forgets, like
Michalski, about those facts, and is ignoring the information which of the two detectors
red, the device just measures the presence of a photon, but not its polarization.
When one sets, as Michalski does, 
 = =4, the multiport device of Michalski distin-









In the rst case the detector in the + exit port of the rst beamsplitter res, and in the
second case the detector behind the + exit port of the last beamsplitter res. I.e., as it




(jHi + jV i) is
1
2
and not 1  .
The fact that on exiting the device the photons are always in the same polarization
state is completely irrelevant. One could replace the complicated device of Michalski by
a single polarizing beamsplitter, no. 1 in the gure of Michalski, and place behind its  
output a suitably orientated half-wave plate, which rotates the polarization state by =2.
Two detectors should observe the exit ports of this device. And each of them would see
only photons in polarization state 	
+
. Such a simplied device has all the properties of the
device of Michalski..., but in fact is just a plain photon polarization analyzer.
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See e.g. R.P. Feynman, R.B. Leighton and M.L. Sands, The Feynman Lectures on Physics,
(Addison-wesley, Reading, 1963), vol. 3, opening chapter
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